TIME, EFFORT AND MONEY SAVED WITH SAP® SYSTEM COPY
Power generation, transmission and distribution utility company, SaskPower, struggled to perform system copies and refreshes
quickly and accurately. The process tied up a minimum of three basis resources, and it took five days or more to refresh their
ERP, CRM and BW systems.
During this period, target systems became typically unavailable for a week and steps missed because the majority of the refresh
activities had to be done manually, leading to errors. More alarming is that often those mistakes didn’t show up until days or
weeks after completion of the refresh, so additional man hours had to be spent troubleshooting to rectify the errors.
Something had to be done, so SaskPower turned to Redwood for SAP System Copy to help improve the accuracy of their system
refreshes and carry out more than six per year on their Sandbox, QA and Pre-Production systems.

KEY POINTS:
Using Redwood SaskPower can:
Reduce three separate resources working over five days to perform a refresh, down to one resource taking under three days.
Cut the unavailability of target systems from over five business days to two days.
Refresh multiple target environments in parallel using one person.

NO COPYCAT SOLUTION
SaskPower implemented Redwood to save
time, money and increase the frequency of their
system copy and refresh processes.

Now, SaskPower’s single NetWeaver administrator and
other users can perform several steps in parallel until alerts
and notifications are received.

Redwood’s solution combined service, tools and training
for SaskPower resources. In total, implementation took
less than six weeks to complete.

In addition, SaskPower moved from a seven-tier landscape
to six, and increased the number of copies of production.
They now have the capability to provide multiple sandbox
environments, which previously were too costly and
difficult to maintain.

Redwood reduces the time for a system copy by not only
eliminating manual steps, but also through automation.

HOMEWORK AND TEAMWORK MADE THE IMPLEMENTATION SIMPLE
To facilitate and speed up the implementation
process and ensure expected results,
SaskPower provided a copy of their manual
system copy procedure to the Redwood
Services Team. This was used to build an initial shell of
how the automation would look and was also done before

“

the Redwood Services Team went on site to assist with the
automation test, perform any needed adjustments, and
educate the SaskPower team on how to effectively use the
solution. The Redwood Services Team also highlighted how
future steps will make SaskPower’s system copy process
more efficient.

In the past, when a request for a rapid refresh was requested, it was just
not achievable. Today our refreshes can be completed end-to-end in less
than two business days and we’re able perform more, with fewer resources
and at less cost. And that’s priceless.
— Terry Chadwick, SaskPower – Manager SAP Technical Support, SAP Operations/IT&S

THE FUTURE LOOKS EVEN BRIGHTER
With the successful implementation of
Redwood, SaskPower took a big step in
automating their system copy requirements
and are now positioned to expand this
automation effort into other areas of their business.

Through this, they will continue to speed the growth of their
business by reducing lag time and increasing turnover. In
the long run, continuous improvement through business
process automation will open new sets of opportunities at
the organization.

For more information on Redwood, please visit www.redwood.com

